Uniform Dress Code

All uniform clothing must be solid colors.
ONLY logos allowed are school logos.
ONLY pattern allowed is Red/Navy/White plaid

Tops
Shirt or blouse- collared, solid color
  white or blue
  long or short sleeves
Sweaters/jackets- button front only, no zippers
  Solid, navy blue
  Collared shirts must be worn under sweaters and jackets

Pants/Shorts/Skirts/Jumpers
Pants- solid color
  navy blue or tan
Bermuda/walk length shorts - solid color
  navy blue or tan
Jumper, skirt, or skorts
  Red/Navy/White plaid, solid navy blue, or tan

Socks
Socks- solid color, any length
  red, navy blue, white, or black
  All shoes must be worn with socks
Tights- solid color
  navy blue, red, white, or black

Shoes
Rubber soles, closed at the toes and heels, tennis shoes or any low-heeled shoes with rubber soles in good condition are allowed.

Not acceptable as uniform
Denim, jeans style slacks and shorts
Warm-up or athletic pants or shorts of any kind
Lacy or frilly blouses
Zippered shirts or sweaters
Shirts or sweatshirts with hoods